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TO: I-195 Commission 
FROM: Building Bridges Providence 
DATE: May 21, 2019 
RE: Traffic Challenges at South Water, South Main and Wickenden Streets. 

 
Multiple development plans within the I-195 parcels and on the adjacent streets are in process and will have a 
significant impact on the traffic situation in the area of South Water, South Main and Wickenden Streets in Fox 
Point.  Given the nature of City Planning and the I-195 approval process, we believe both bodies should look 
beyond their own charters and consider the bigger picture when choosing preferred proposals. 
 
Current situation 
 
South Water and South Main Streets are 
both busy with cars routinely exceeding 
the speed limit.  South Water Street 
(heading south), starting at the Crawford 
Street Bridge, is an expressway leading to 
the entrance to I-195 East with two stop 
lights to slow traffic.  These stop lights do 
slow traffic but also serve as the starting 
guns for the race to I-195.   
 
South Main Street (heading north) begins 
with the off-ramp from I-195 West with 
traffic speeding yet drivers are unable to 
see the traffic condition on the southern 
end of South Main Street.  Once South 
Main Street crosses Wickenden Street, 
the traffic slows, but it still exceeds safe 
driving speeds for the city. 
 
The South Water Street traffic is also 
impacted by the residences and night life 
on Bridge Street (Al Forno, The Hot Club 
Whiskey Republic and Tel Aviv) which can 
only be accessed by making a right turn 
off South Water Street at the corner of 
Tockwotten. 
 
The complex intersection of Wickenden, 
South Water, South Main and Benefit Streets adds to the confusion and already challenges the traffic in this 
general area.   
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Coming Challenges  
 
Looking to the future, we see a series of potential re-uses and proposed construction projects that will further 
exacerbate the area’s traffic challenges. 
 
334 S. Water Street 
 
At the former site of the Mile and a Quarter House, a new food venture, Plant City, will open in mid-June.  Plant 
City will have five new restaurants generating traffic for breakfast, lunch and dinner plus a specialty market 
which will generate traffic all day.  The traffic will be on South Water, South Main and James Streets with 
associated turns.  Plant City provides minimal off-street parking. 
 
I-195 Parcels 2 and 5 (James to Wickenden Streets) 
 
A proposal by Spencer calls for condominiums on the northern end of these two parcels with a hotel and 
supermarket plus some retail on the southern end.  Combined, the parcels will provide 216 spaces of off-street 
parking.  The condos, hotel and supermarket will provide traffic entrances and exits on South Main and South 
Water Streets.  The supermarket will provide a drive though (South Main to South Water Streets) and off-street 
loading for trucks.  It is expected that the hotel will require an area for taxi and Uber drivers to pull to the curb.  
 
I-195 Parcel 6 (Wickenden to Pike Streets)  
 
The I-195 Commission’s RFP for P6 requires a 
super market.  Two plans are being proposed for 
P6.  As of this date, full details are not known.  
We have reviewed presentations from the two 
developers, given the information provided. 
 
D+P and Truth Box have previewed their 
proposal with both Building Bridges and the Fox 
Point Neighborhood Association. The Truth Box 
proposal calls for 49 units of rental residential 
units along Wickenden and South Water Streets 
and a supermarket at the corner of South Main 
and Pike Streets with total of 162 off street 
parking spaces.  An on-street truck dock is 
proposed on the side of Pike Street near the 
corner of South Main.  Entrances and exits for 
both the rental units and supermarket are 
available from South Main, Pike and South 
Water Streets.  One of the South Water Street 
entrances is placed within approximately 100 
feet of Wickenden Street. 
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We have viewed the presentation for DMG 
Bergmeyer based upon what is available on the 
I-195 Commission’s web site but have not 
discussed this proposal with any of the 
principals.   DMG Bergmeyer is proposing 130 
units of student housing plus a supermarket with 
160 spaces of off-street parking.  DMG has 
placed the loading dock for the supermarket off-
street, with access from South Water Street, 
creating challenges for trucks backing into and 
leaving the loading dock.  The only entrance to 
the market and residential units is off Pike 
Street. This will create significant left hand turns 
from South Water Street and will impact traffic 
from Pike to South Main Streets creating limited 
sight lines to deal with the traffic coming off I-
195 east bound. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
580 South Water Street (Corner of South Water and Tockwotten Streets) 
 
A 69-unit residential rental development for this site with 62 off street parking spaces was presented to the 
DDRC on May 13, 2019 and given preliminary approval with conditions.  The entrance is planned to be on South 
Water Street which will require an area for taxis and Uber drivers to pull to the curb.  Off-street parking will be 
provided off Tockwotten Street.  Note that the entrance to Tockwotten Street is from South Water Street, 
requiring a left-hand turn. 
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Implications and Recommendations  
 
Each of these proposed projects will impact what is already a very busy and difficult traffic situation.  Each 
increases both the volume of traffic and the number of on and off turns from South Water and South Main 
Streets.  We are not recommending the approval or denial of any of these proposals at this time.  Rather, we are 
recommending that the area be considered as a whole, as one urban planning project which presents its own 
challenges.  We urge the I-195 Commission and the appropriate City Departments to work together and to 
undertake urban planning with a holistic approach. 
 
For example: 
 

• Traffic counts and speed analysis should be undertaken to better understand existing conditions 
• Clearly two supermarkets are not needed within one block of each other.  Which of the two sites is the 

better site for a supermarket relative to minimizing traffic issues and best serving the community?   
• Can entrances and exits be consolidated to minimize congestion?   
• Can additional traffic control devices be used to control the flow and speed of traffic? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Building Bridges Contact information: 
 
Olin Thompson 
OT@OlinThompson.com 
401-225-1408 
 
 
 
 
 


